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ABSTRACT

PT. Smart Tbk is a manufacture that produces margarine and shortening using a variety of ingredients as one of its raw materials. The implementation of ingredient inventory system is conducted based upon warehouse’s inventory data and PPIC Department’s policy. The ingredient inventory system has never been reviewed to conform with the current state of the company, so a more structured ingredient inventory system needs to be implemented by the company.

The first step in developing ingredient inventory is determining the appropriate forecasting model for ingredient based on margarine and shortening production data, and also ingredient consumption for the last five years. The second step is collecting lead time data and ingredient demand data during lead time. Then, the last step is calculating order cost, holding cost, shortage cost, economic order quantity (EOQ), reorder point, safety stock, and minimum total inventory cost.

The developed ingredient forecasting model has been able to estimate ingredient demand accurately. By implementing the total inventory costs could be decrease as much as 21.2% from the current ingredient inventory policy.
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